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Content Area Reading Instruction:
An Essential Component
in Adolescent Literacy
BY NANCY

I

L.

JOSEPH

n history class, 12 th -grade students study the Holocaust by comparing primary sources to controversial infor-

mation from Web sites. In biology class, ninth-grade students study the impact of smoking on the human
body by reviewing documents from several authorities. In English class, 10 th -grade students compare two
novels to explore the themes of individual responsibility and human frailty. In mathematics class, 11 th -grade
students calculate simple and compound interest rates. And in physical education class, ninth-grade students
construct fitness charts based on information from articles on caloric intake and exercise.

As evident from these examples, high school courses
require students to read, analyze, and interpret
material from a variety of sources. Students with
strong literacy skills meet these academic challenges
with success; they are able to process the content
and create meaningful connections between the new
information and their existing knowledge. Not all
students, however, function on this level because
weak reading and thinking skills prevent them from
being independent, competent learners.

fully comprehend the material. Many of these students are easily frustrated learners who depend on
peers or on the teacher to help them through reading
assignments, keeping them from practicing the very
skills they need to develop. Bell (2004) writes that
if students do not master the demands of content
area texts, they will not be successful, independent
learners, a deficiency that has a significant impact
on their ability to function effectively in college or in
the workplace.

Consider the situation of today's secondary school
students. They are expected to acquire new knowledge from their science, history, and math textbooks
as well as from related supplementary sources and
to use higher level thinking skills to interpret and
apply that information. But an essential question
surfaces: Are today's students able to meet these
challenges? Educators recognize that many students
fail to understand reading materials on their grade
level. In fact, 60% of all high school students do not
have the skills to comprehend their textbooks (Hock
& Deshler, 2003). According to the 2005 report from
the National Assessment of Education Progress
(NAEP), 73% of America's 12 th -grade students are
"basic" readers, possessing the skills to merely
retrieve information from a detailed document, but
not the ability to make critical judgments about
the material (The Nation's Report Card). To most
secondary teachers, this means that the majority
of their students are not using reading as a tool for
learning because they do not read well enough to

Conducting a Content-Reading
Survey
To examine the issue of content area reading, I surveyed 622 high school students in grades 9 through
12 from six school districts in Southeastern Michigan. My goal was to elicit information from students
about content area reading by providing a series of
open-ended questions that asked them to comment
on their experiences as readers (Appendix A on page
48). My survey presented the following questions:
Do your English teachers present suggestions
to help you read the materials for class?
Do teachers of your other classes (such as
history, science, or math) present suggestions
to help you read materials for their classes?
Do you complete the reading assignments
given by your teachers?
What types of materials are difficult to read?

Nancy Joseph coordinates the English education program for Oakland University in
Rochester, Michigan, where she is an associate professor in the Department of English.
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Why do you experience problems?
What strategies do you use when approaching difficult reading materials?
The students' responses indicate that many
teachers offer suggestions to assist with reading
assignments, but this practice is used more often
by English teachers than by subject area teachers.
This finding might be expected, of course, because
many English teachers are aware of students' need
for guidance, and they feel comfortable offering
strategies for approaching reading assignments,
whereas content area teachers are less likely to
address reading concerns (Vacca, 2002). When
asked if English teachers offered reading help, 61 %
of the students indicated "yes," 30% indicated "at
times," and 9% indicated "no." By contrast, when
asked if content area teachers offered reading help,
only 12% of the students indicated "yes," while
4 7% indicated "at times," and 41 % indicated "no."
This means that almost half of the students claim
that content area teachers do not provide reading
support, sending a confusing message about the
role of reading as a tool for learning in content area
courses. How did students explain the lack of reading instruction from their content area teachers?
Many students note that reading isn't a part of the
course, explaining that a content area class "isn't
English." One student offers some telling comments:
"I don't think [content area] teachers feel they need
to [offer content area reading instruction] because
they're not English teachers so they probably think
it's not their job." Others claim that the teacher
expects them to "just know how to read the stuff'
even if it is "confusing" or "boring." Approximately
3% comment that they are too embarrassed to ask
for assistance even though they are aware of their
inability to approach the content area reading
assignment in an effective manner.
This raises an important question about students'
approaches to assigned reading. Are students reading the assigned material? First, for the good news:
approximately 19% of the 622 students indicate
that they regularly complete reading assignments,
offering comments such as "I want to know what's
going on in class," and "Reading is easy for me."
Approximately 20% report that they complete the
assignments "at times," indicating that they only do
the reading if they have the time or the interest or if
they feel the threat of a poor grade.
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Now for the bad news: my survey found that more
than 60% of the 622 students admit that they do not
complete their reading assignments. This means that
in a typical class of 32 students, 20 students do not
read the assigned material. The reasons students
offer for their failure to do the reading deserve some
attention. Approximately half of these students
indicate that teachers "always explain the material
[in class], so why should we read it?" Many comment
that they "really aren't expected" to complete the
assigned readings since teachers don't always know
who reads the material. One student writes, "I just
listen in class rather than read. It's easier and I get
the same grades." More than 100 other students
agree with this auditory strategy, revealing that
teachers reinforce a passive approach to learning by
rewarding students who do little more than attend
and listen. Another student explains that "reading
is a fallback" in case the teacher doesn't cover the
material in class. It's interesting to note that my
findings agree with those reported by Rieck (1977)
who surveyed hundreds of teachers and students
more than 40 years ago. According to Rieck, 97% of
the content area teachers surveyed report that they
assign textbook reading assignments, but 98% of
the students report that their tests are based on the
class discussions and lectures, not on the assigned
reading. This approach tells students that reading is
not an essential part of learning the content.
My survey revealed other significant information
about student reading. Approximately 18% of the
students who do not complete assigned reading
indicate that difficult content keeps them from
doing the assignment, claiming that they read and
read again but still don't understand the material.
They describe their attempts as "frustrating," and
"confusing." When asked what types of materials
cause difficulties, students' responses indicate that
"information" books such as textbooks for history and
science classes present the greatest concerns. Many
note their frustration with materials that contained
"big words" and "complicated ideas." One student
states that "books with straight forward facts and
anylitical [sic] interpretation of material" cause
problems. Some students attribute their failure to
read the assignments to a lack of time and interest.
As Irwin (1998) notes, many students choose not to
read even if they have the skills, a situation that
applies to assigned reading for their classes as well
as to reading for pleasure.
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Of course, self-reported responses to survey items
will vary according to students' individual interpretations of the questions, yet their comments suggest
that many students lack a clear understanding of
reading as a means of learning. These findings also
indicate a need to examine teachers' instructional
approaches to content area reading. The purpose of
this paper is to explore content area reading as an
essential part of adolescent literacy and to present
practical suggestions secondary teachers can use
in the classroom to help students develop critical
literacy skills.

Connecting Success in Reading
to Students' Futures
Educators know that reading difficulties-whether
they are caused by limited reading proficiency or by
poor motivation-are linked to behavior problems
and academic failure. They also recognize that
reading competence has a significant impact on
students' futures, affecting their level of education
after high school as well as their career choices and
ultimate life styles. Students with strong literacy
skills have promising educational and career options.
By contrast, however, students with weak literacy
skills face a future of being undereducated, underemployed, and under-prepared as they struggle to exist
in the twenty-first century (Hock & Deshler, 2003).
The end result often is dropping out of school and
facing a lifetime of negative consequences possibly
involving criminal activity and welfare dependence
(Joseph & Schisler, 2006). On the local level, the
dropout statistics are staggering. According to Iris K.
Salters, president of the Michigan Education Association, approximately 20,000 teenagers in Michigan
will become high school dropouts during the 2008-09
school year. She notes that the high dropout rate has
a major impact on society and brings low incomes for
dropouts and fewer educated, well-paid employees to
fill the skilled jobs. The result is "a state that can't
seem to get out of its economic doldrums" (11A).
These repercussions signal a serious concern regarding the literacy development of secondary students.
Many states have responded to the crisis in education by mandating testing and adopting tougher
graduation requirements, strategies that draw
attention to students' lack of functional literacy
skills without providing a realistic solution. According to Donna Ogle, the past president of the International Reading Association, high-stakes assessment
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programs are "almost pushing students to drop out
of school" because unsuccessful students are unable
to meet new standards (qtd. in D'Arcangelo, 2002,
p.15). For these young people, the future is filled
with undeveloped personal goals and unfulfilling,
low paying jobs. Literacy instruction in all content
area courses could help students avoid academic and
personal failure while preparing them for a successful, productive future. For Michigan's students,
literacy instruction would prepare them to meet the
demands of the rigorous new high school curriculum
implemented by the Michigan Board of Education.
Literacy instruction and content area reading remain
challenging topics even though educators know that
reading proficiency is needed for learning across the
curriculum as well as for success in the workplace
(D'Arcangelo, 2002; Rose, 2000; Vacca, 2002). Let's
review some background information, facts that
reveal the critical nature of student literacy.
In our information-based economy, the technological
revolution has become a new variable in the quest for
literacy. This reality creates serious disadvantages
for students with marginal reading and thinking
skills. Today's students must process and synthesize
information in varied formats from several sources,
making literacy tasks more complex than those
required of previous generations. The standards for
higher-level literacy increase as technology develops,
requiring citizens in a democratic society to read,
interpret, and evaluate a wider range of materials
than ever before (Moje, 2002; Vacca, 2002). Facing
new demands as technology unfolds, students must
develop the analytical skills necessary for evaluating
and using Web sites and online sources, tasks that
require sophisticated literacy skills. The time-honored practice of relegating reading instruction to the
elementary grades is inappropriate for today's technological era. American educators should consider
an updated approach by looking at models followed
by other nations. Schools in industrialized European
and Asian countries, for example, focus on technical
reading throughout the grades. This concentration
on reading-for-information extends through the various subject areas, essentially creating a content area
reading curriculum (Daggett, 1994). As we continue
into this new century and witness the increasing
impact of technology, we can't deny that direct
literacy instruction using authentic materials in all
content areas is needed if our students are to be well
prepared for the future.
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Neglecting Content Area Reading
Educators recognize that content area reading
has been neglected in the secondary classroom
(Joseph & Schisler, 2006; Moje, 2002; Vacca, 2002).
To examine this issue, take a careful look at the
teachers' perspective. Content area teachers view
themselves as literature specialists, historians,
scientists, and mathematicians-not as reading
teachers. Their passion for the content is a valuable quality in the classroom as they encourage
students to investigate the solar system or solve
complex equations or explore historical documents.
These teachers spend time and energy creating and
implementing instruction to promote "interest and
involvement where no ready-made interest exists"
(Lapp, Flood & Farnan, 1996, p.96). They believe
that connecting students to the content is difficult
enough without the burden of teaching reading to
reluctant learners. Recognizing that their content
is a priority, they know that instructional time
is limited and that the mandates of state assessment testing influence their curricular decisions.
According to Jacobs (2003), when subject teachers
are asked to include reading strategies in their
content instruction, they respond as if they were
asked to teach additional content. What they fail
to understand, though, is that the content and the
process are linked when it comes to learning history, math, science, or any other subject. It's only
logical that strategies for mastering the content
should not be isolated from the content itself. As my
survey reveals, many students fail to understand
these connections because they don't recognize that
reading is part of learning content material.
Of course, including a reading-to-learn component
in a subject course means that teachers may have
to learn new instructional strategies, a unwelcome
challenge for those who have mastered their methods
and perfected their lesson plans. This new approach
moves away from the rote memorization of facts into
problem-solving interaction with the content using
instructional strategies that require teachers to
serve as learning coaches rather than as purveyors
of knowledge. This creates an uncomfortable position
for some teachers because lessons are not structured
in a traditional lecture format. Even though most
content area teachers acknowledge the need for
reading instruction, they concede that they don't
know how to teach these vital skills (Sulzer, Wolfson,
& Rabenburg, 2002). It's easy to understand that
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their technical knowledge may be limited because
they were required to complete minimal reading
coursework, most likely for initial teacher certification that may have been many years ago. They
may have attended in-service programs for reading
development, but reading specialists know that one
workshop doesn't make teachers embrace literacy
education, so teachers continue to approach content
area reading as an "extra" because the real priority
remains their content.
Another issue causing the neglect of secondary
literacy relates to teachers' outdated views of reading
education. Some teachers erroneously believe that
reading instruction should not be a part of the secondary curriculum, claiming that reading is taught
in the primary grades and that students should
master the skills before moving into middle and high
school. Many students do not have opportunities to
develop content reading strategies in the elementary
grades because teachers present content material orally. This listening-based approach creates
deficiencies when students are expected to take a
reading-to-learn approach in secondary content area
classes (Joseph & Schisler, 2006; Phillips, 2003).
According to hundreds of students surveyed for this
article, many high school teachers rely on a passive
approach to learning because they do not require
students to read their textbooks.
Few high schools offer programs to teach advanced
reading skills because students are expected to learn
the strategies independently even though they need
directed instruction to become advanced readers
(Hock & Deshler, 2003; Vacca, 2002). The cognitive
demands of expository textbooks, such as secondary
level history and science books, exceed the content
loads students experienced with narrative materials in elementary school, creating serious barriers
to successful learning in high school. And this
could explain why, as my survey discovered, many
students become frustrated and fail to complete
assigned readings.
An additional concern for educators has been the
lack of research and curriculum development for
secondary content area reading. In fact, literacy
development has not been promoted for secondary
students, and there is a considerable lack of attention to the needs of adolescent learners (Joseph &
Schisler, 2006; Rose, 2000; Vacca, 2002). This neglect
suggests a deeply rooted misperception that "literacy
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learning ends in childhood," a belief allowing society
to devalue the education of teens while focusing on
childhood and adult literacy (Moje, 2002, p.224). In
Reading and the High School Student: Strategies
to Enhance Literacy, Irvin, Buehl, & Klemp (2003)
note that research and funding during the past two
decades concentrated on early learning and beginning reading, but adolescent literacy did not received
the same attention, resulting in a serious lack of
instructional strategies as well as a shortage of good
materials for classroom teachers.

Presenting a Rationale
for Content Area Reading
Instruction
Even though secondary literacy has been neglected,
many significant reasons exist for including this
instruction in the secondary curriculum. As the
content becomes more specific and more complex,
students need to learn new strategies because the
limited techniques they learned as beginning readers
focus on the basics of decoding rather than on the
comprehension of sophisticated, unfamiliar material.
Subject teachers must recognize that content area
reading promotes their instructional goals because
this approach helps students learn the content
while developing their reading comprehension skills
(Salinger & Fleischman, 2005). Through content area
reading instruction, the teacher can assist struggling readers while encouraging proficient students
to move into higher-level thinking. Consider the
following reasons for supporting content-reading
instruction:
Content area reading instruction:
Encourages connections among the teacher,
the content, and the learners.
Moves the challenge of learning from the
teacher to the student.
Establishes a positive, productive atmosphere for learning.
Encourages meaningful and varied instructional strategies.
Promotes active learning by increasing
student interest and motivation.
Produces improved academic results as
students master the content.
Allows for more §Ophisticated work in the
content.
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Provides practice with real world literacy
challenges.
Establishes literacy instruction as a concern
for all teachers.

Incorporating Reading
Strategies into Subject
Area Classes
How can subject area teachers make reading
instruction a part of their curriculum? According to
Jacobs (2003), teachers should begin with a basic
understanding of literacy, recognizing that learning
involves making cognitive connections by accessing
prior knowledge and adding new knowledge. They
need to understand that literacy is not a single skill,
but a set of ordered strategies used to accomplish
diverse tasks (Hock & Deshler, 2003). This means
that as readers move through a text, they continually
ask themselves questions to make sense of the new
material because effective reading means conducting a "running conversation" in their head with
the text. In addition to understanding the basics
ofliteracy, teachers must have the metacognitive
ability to analyze their own approaches to reading
and the clarity to explain their methods to students,
a process that requires teachers to ask themselves
some fundamental questions: How do I approach the
material? What strategies do I use to make sense of
what I am reading? How can I explain this to my students? What do my students need to know to better
understand the material? Once teachers understand
their own reading and thinking processes, they can
learn to "explicitly and systematically" teach the
strategies to students (Rose, 2000, p. 13-14). While
understanding basic literacy and their own reading
strategies is essential, teachers also must possess
strong content knowledge and an awareness of how
learners should process the content. As Jacobs (2003)
and Moje (2002) describe, teachers must recognize
their content area's unique literacy demands and
become cognizant of how to explain these strategies
to students. For example, literature teachers must
be a ware of how to define and discuss irony and
foreshadowing. In the same respect, science teachers
must be aware of how definitions, illustrations, and
charts help students make meaning of the content.
Hock & Deshler (2003) write that history teachers
should model the steps involved in reading and
paraphrasing historical information because these
skills are needed for learning tasks in history. In
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addition to focusing on the literacy demands common
to the content area, teachers should remember that
the type of thinking that comes natural to them
is foreign to most students, so carefully presented
explanations of even the most basic processes are
important in content area reading instruction.
In addition to knowing the basics of literacy and
having a strong command of the subject area,
teachers need a keen understanding of the learners.
Teachers must understand the adolescent's orientation to school, remembering that passive attitudes
and poor motivation signal a lack of connection to
the academic world, a situation that concerns teachers who feel unable to assist struggling students.
Because these students have limited higher-level
processing skills, they are confused by the content
and need more assistance to get through the text
than successful readers (Irvin, Buehl, & Klemp,
2003). Good readers persevere when confronted with
reading challenges by using a number of strategies
until they comprehend the text, whereas less skillful
readers give up easily and become frustrated when
faced with challenging or uninteresting content. In
addition to lacking efficient text processing skills
and adequate background knowledge, weak readers
fail to move beyond the literal level of reading as
shown in the "basic" reading performance of the
nation's 12 th -grade students as measured by the 2005
NAEP (The Nation's). Content area teachers need
to understand that struggling students process only
pieces of information and fail to comprehend significant amounts of material through reading. As Vacca
(2002) describes, these readers "appear skillful in
the mechanics of reading but aren't strategic enough
in their ability to explore and interpret meaning"
(p. 7-8). The result is that some secondary students
are able to do little more than read the words; their
comprehension is poor because they lack the content
area reading skills necessary for processing the
material in an efficient, effective manner. As noted
in my survey, many high school students are not
getting the direct instruction needed to help them
advance from elementary-level decoding to strategic
reading.

Understanding Struggling
Readers
When approaching content area reading assignments, some students are unsuccessful because
they lack organized, effective strategies. Often
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the problem stems from poor reading fluency-the
lack of automatic word recognition. This deficiency
drains students' cognitive energy because they
read at an excessively slow rate, resulting in poor
comprehension (Rasinski, et al. 2005). This feeling
of being overwhelmed is compounded because they
are inexperienced with the subject matter and lack
a firm grounding with the concepts described in
the text. Often they do not know the vocabulary of
science, literature, mathematics, or history, and
this deficiency creates yet another significant disadvantage when it comes to processing the content.
Developing the skills to manage the content is easy
for good readers because they have a natural sense
of how to interact with the text, but this task is very
difficult for struggling readers who aren't aware of
what they don't know. Allan and Miller (2005) note
that these students don't "recognize when they are
confused," revealing that they have not learned
techniques for processing difficult material (p.15).
Many underachieving students have developed a
passive approach of relying on assistance from others. My survey found that 56% of the students prefer
to get help from a friend or from the teacher when
confronted with difficult reading materials. It's significant to note that more than half of those students
listed "get help" as their only strategy. Of course,
students should seek assistance when needed, but
dependence on others-rather than on independent
"figure it out" skills-is a self-defeating strategy that
keeps students from developing the skills needed
for successful reading. Through direct, purposeful
instruction and supportive practice sessions, however, students can be taught how to develop independent content area reading skills (Phillips, 2003;
Jacobs, 2003;Vacca, 2002; Rose, 2000).
According to Burke in Reading Reminders: Tools,
Tips, and Techniques (2000), teachers can sequence
reading assignments so students begin with easiest
tasks and build confidence before moving into more
difficult assignments. In addition, students can
be taught to reflect on their reading performance,
identifying strengths and weaknesses and reviewing
appropriate strategies to use when reading. Teachers
should be aware of the strategies used by successful
readers (Figure 1 on page 45) as a way of recognizing
and understanding the deficiencies faced by struggling readers. Observing the literacy behaviors of
strong readers encourages teachers to acknowledge
that underachievement stems from many complex
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reasons (Irvin, Buehl, & Klemp, 2003). This knowledge enables teachers to develop effective approaches
for addressing the learning needs of all students.

Figure 1. Qualities of a Strong Reader
Pre-reading

Activates background knowledge
Understands the purpose for reading
and creates realistic goal for reading
Previews the material and poses
questions and makes predictions
Approaches the reading task with
confidence and displays interest in the
topic
During Reading
Concentrates on the text and overcomes
distractions
Uses appropriate decoding strategies
Monitors own comprehension and
employs "fix-up" strategies as needed
Possesses appropriate vocabulary
Reads fluently and adjusts rate to
purpose for reading
Applies content to prior knowledge
by integrating and synthesizing
information
Understands text's structure and notices
organizational patterns
Creates mental pictures while reading
Perseveres with difficult texts and reads
independently
Post-reading
Asks relevant questions, seeks
additional information, and attempts to
clarify unclear issues
Reflects on the content and decides how
it applies to own life
Connects new content to prior learning
Feels comfortable discussing ideas
related to the reading
Functions independently and
demonstrates confidence as a reader
Experiences a sense of satisfaction after
mastering a challenging text
Assesses own reading performance in a
realistic manner (Irvin, Buehl, & Klemp,
2003)
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How can teachers activate student interest? Educators recognize that the best way to get students
engaged with the content is to construct challenging problem-solving activities involving peer
interaction and active learning (Jacobs, 2003; Rose,
2000). Students will invest in the content if they
believe that it relates to their lives and if they have
opportunities to be successful learners. Teachers
can design purposeful, carefully monitored collaborative learning experiences that allow for the social
interaction that adolescents enjoy while promoting
the growth of literacy skills. The problem-solution
approach attracts students by offering creative
thinking in a language rich environment. Teacher
modeling of effective reading and thinking is another
instructional strategy that establishes a connection
between the learner and the content (Joseph, 2006).
Known as "think aloud," this technique requires
teachers to read aloud from the text, pausing to
explain the thinking processes used to understand
the information. Educators recognize that talking
about reading and thinking helps students develop
the metacognitive strategies needed to function as
effective learners (Paris & Paris, 2001). Teachers
should create a setting that nurtures literacy by
providing honest feedback and authentic modeling
of how to approach the content. This means that the
traditional approach of teacher lectures and student
worksheets must be abandoned to create a studentcentered atmosphere in the classroom.
Many teachers use writing as a means of developing content area reading skills, recognizing the
reciprocal relationship between reading and writing
(Applebee, 1981; Elbow & Belanoff, 1989). Burke
(2000) describes a basic tenet of literacy instruction
when he states that to write is "almost certainly to
think" (p. 237). Even though a clear connection exists
between reading and writing, content area teachers
should avoid poorly conceived, rote writing assignments as a means of improving content reading.
Students often fail to connect writing with learning,
unaware that writing is used to examine the content
they covered in the text or through class discussions
(Vacca, 2002). A difficulty, however, is that some
teachers use mundane writing activities-such
as copying chapter outlines or writing dictionary
definitions of vocabulary words-as a way to engage
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students with the material. Although this strategy
"keeps students busy," it doesn't adequately teach
the content. This practice sends the wrong message
to students, leading them to believe that they aren't
expected to read the text, just complete the worksheets. Educators recognize that assignments that
do not focus on the relationships between comprehending the content and reading and writing are
not advised (Roe, Stoodt-Hill, & Burns, 2004). This
means that teachers should use interactive writing
and thinking activities rather than mindless fill-inthe-blank worksheets and weekly vocabulary drills.

Teachers need updated knowledge on teaching and
learning so they will use effective instructional
strategies to create a positive, productive learning environment. Researchers know that the best
instructional decisions are based on several factors:
the teacher's content knowledge, an understanding of student's academic and personal needs, an
awareness of the teaching/learning process, and the
knowledge of strategies to promote growth (Irvin,
Buehl, & Klemp, 2003). The following suggestions
for teachers (Figure 2) are based on best practices for
content area reading instruction:

Figure 2. Suggestions for Teachers: How to Help Students Become Strategic Readers

Shift the instructional focus from content to learning the content.
Develop an understanding of teenagers: their interests, attitudes, strengths, and challenges.
Be especially aware of the needs of underachieving readers. Encourage students to connect
the content to their own experiences.
Evaluate cognitive difficulty of your content. Be aware of how to explain concepts and
examples to help students understand the content. Develop clear, direct explanations of the
content. Consult with other teachers to get ideas.
Review the literacy demands of your content area and develop strategies for helping
students process the material. Ask proficient students to describe their thinking strategies.
Assess the readability of your textbook and discover strategies for making it accessible to all
learners. Evaluate your assignments, paying attention to the level of difficulty and to your
instructional goals.
Present mini-lessons on strategies needed for specific learning tasks and demonstrate your
own approach. Read passages from the text aloud and model the thinking strategies you use
to process the content. Shift to student-guided practice and then to independent reading
when students are ready.
Develop strategies for introducing students to technical terminology. Eliminate the
memorization of vocabulary words and emphasize the learning of concepts.
Construct appropriate, varied learning activities. Remember that learning involves active
engagement with the material, more than just taking notes while the teacher talks.
Create a classroom atmosphere that encourages and supports the growth of student
literacy. Use collaborative learning experiences to create an active, student-centered
environment.
Use oral language activities such as debates and role-playing to give students opportunities
to demonstrate their mastery of the content.
Encourage student self-assessment. Prepare checklists or rubrics for students to use when
they evaluate their progress.
Challenge proficient learners with sophisticated critical thinking tasks. Require them to
demonstrate metacognitive awareness by reflecting on their thinking strategies.
Establish a connection with struggling students and approach them with patience and
understanding.
Involve administrators in becoming informed about best practices and in supporting a
school-wide reading program.
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As demonstrated by the information in this paper,
content area reading instruction is an essential
component of adolescent literacy that deserves
educators' attention. Through professional training
and administrative support, teachers can develop the
expertise needed to make a difference in their stu dents' academic growth. The results of my student
survey suggest that some teachers need to revise
their approaches to content area reading. This means
requiring students to become active learners who
are engaged with the text rather than mere listeners
who passively expect the teacher to dispense test
information. In addition, teachers need to provide
support for struggling students and include appropriate follow-up activities for reading assignments to
ensure that all students have completed the reading.
As an essential element in adolescent literacy, content area reading instruction helps students develop
lifelong learning strategies.
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Appendix A
Secondary Reading Survey

Do your English teachers present suggestions to help you read the materials for class?
_ _ yes _ _ at times _ _ no
Comments:
Do teachers of your other classes (such as history, science, or math) present suggestions to help you read
materials for their classes?
_ _ yes _ _ at times _ _ no
Comments:
Do you complete the reading assignments given by your teachers?
_ _ yes _ _ at times _ _ no
Comments:
What types of materials are difficult to read? Why do you experience problems?

High School _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Grade _ _ __

Interested in becoming a member?
Fill out and submit the form below or skip the paperwork and join the Michigan Reading Association
or International Reading Association online at www.michiganreading.org/membership.html

Michigan Reading Association Membership Application
Name:
Address:
City:
State/ZIP:
County:
(County determines your voting region.)
Phone:

Check all that apply:
Teacher
Administrator
Title I
Paraprofessional
Adult Education
Elementary
Middle
Secondary
University
Other

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

*If yes, please provide name of council.
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•
•
•
•

Regular Member .... . ....... $35
Retired Educator ............ $20
Full-Time Student ......... $15
Parent/Non-educator. ..... $10

Method of Payment:
Check
MasterCard
Visa

•
•
•

----/----/----/----

District Affiliation:
E-mail:
I am a member of (please circle):
International Reading Association
NO
YES
Local Reading Council
YES*
NO

Payment:

Expiration Date: --/-Please remit payment to:
Michigan Reading Association
668 Three Mile Road NW
Grand Rapids, MI 49544

Signature (Required on credit card payments.)
FormMRJ
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